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Six Men and A Canoe
Take the Arctic 				
Plunge
Phil Saunders and ‘Sugar Creek Bears’ paddle
the Yukon in 1,000-mile marathon
By Marcia Morphy

What was he thinking?
You have to sign your life away before your start—and the waiver reads: “Even if you are a prepared expert, you
may die.”
The warnings didn’t stop Philip Saunders, 73, from paddling down the mighty Yukon in a 1,000-mile canoe race
with five close friends this past July to help raise $10,000 for autism research.
Armed with a GPS satellite tracking device, Saunders and his team, the Sugar Creek Bears, took part in the Yukon
Canoe and Kayak Race, the world’s longest paddle event. They came in at a very respectable 4th place out of nine
teams that started—finishing in seven days, 11 hours, 17 minutes and 20 seconds.
The avid outdoorsmen endured drenched gear, shared rations, paddling 18 hours straight in strong currents and
inclement weather conditions, and sleep deprivation during their six hours on land in makeshift wilderness camp
sites—complete with breathtaking scenery, roaming bears, moose and sheep, annoying flies and mosquitoes.
Saunders—the benefactor of RIT’s E. Philip Saunders College of Business and entrepreneur/philanthropist in
ventures such as Truckstops of America, Griffith Energy, Bristol Harbour Resort and Genesee Regional Bank—says
his competitive Arctic adventure with Tom Wyble, Tom Mayer, Tom Stern, Gerhard Munger and Rob Gunther, ended
with “a euphoric feeling of accomplishment as a team.”
“It was Gerhard’s idea to do the Yukon race; he said we needed a bigger challenge than the 90-mile Adirondack
Canoe Classic which I’ve done for the past five years,” Saunders explains.
But instead of paddling in a three-day race from Old Forge to Saranac Lake in a two man guide boat, the Yukon
trip, which is along the river portion of the Yukon gold rush, would involve six men in a heavy 280 pound wooden
voyageur-style canoe.
They had constant daylight because the sun never sets this close to the Arctic Circle, plus there was the added
mileage difference and averaging 120 to 150 miles a day to complete the Yukon race from Whitehorse, Canada,
to Dalton Highway northwest of Fairbanks, Alaska—in eight days time. “We were all in good shape and all of us
are outdoors people, hunters and fisherman but you never know what can happen,” Saunders says. “Four boats
dropped out of the race on the fourth day due to the rain and strong headwinds. But we made it to a town named
Dawson, got a motel room and dried out. That sort of revived us all.”
Like the calm before the storm, the Sugar Creek Bears adopted a small stuffed bear they found on shore, a precursor mascot for paddling through the Five Fingers Rapids.
“They are certainly scary when you approach them because you’ve got five granite columns sticking up in the
river and you’ve got to go between the shore and the first column and it’s not much wider than 20 to 30 feet,” Saunders explains. “If you hit one of them, the boat is gone and the race is over.”
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Tom Mayer, Tom Wyble, Tom Stern, Phil Saunders, Gerhard
Munger and Rob Gunther compete in the Yukon 1000 Canoe
and Kayak Race.

“There was no mutiny
on board. Things got a
little disagreeable but 		
we eventually got into
a rhythm—the physical 		
side you can train for,
the mental side you can’t.”

Saunders believes the arduous voyage became a
lesson in teambuilding and endurance. “We were always
wet, had to deal with everything from shoals and rough
currents to a raging forest fire that produced heavy
fog—making it difficult to see landmarks with our GPS,”
Saunders recalls.
Needless to say, the Sugar Creek Bears struck gold
in the Yukon. Not only did they reach the finish line in
the longest boat race in the world, but also took pride
in a record-breaking personal triumph for their fearless
captain.
“I was the oldest person who has ever completed the
race—by a long shot,” Saunders says. “I knew I could do
it, and I did.”
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STUDENT SPOTLIGHT

Carry Joanis ’11 MBA
Port-au-Prince, Haiti
When Carry Joanis hands you his business card,
the first thing you notice is the texture. Joanis,
blind as a result of glaucoma he contracted at
the age of twelve, realized the irony of giving his
business card to blind professionals—they would
have to ask someone else to read it to them. “That
doesn’t make sense! RIT says innovation. If we are
doing true innovation, it shouldn’t be just words
on paper,” says Joanis. So, the Fulbright scholar
with concentrations in finance and entrepreneurship got a card that is both Braille and print.
Joanis calls becoming blind a new chapter in
his life. “Haiti does not have a good system for
blind or deaf students. My parents have the understanding that if you’re not fully integrated in your
community you won’t be an independent person
and you won’t be really productive.” At their
urging he completed his secondary education in
a mainstream school with nothing specialized
for blind students. His parents had his textbooks
recorded onto tapes and hired a scribe to assist
him with things like homework and searching the
Internet.

“My parents had a lot of expectations. So
I tend to raise the expectations for myself
also. Things should be done as well as
someone who’s sighted could do it.
No giving excuses.”
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Joanis is the first completely blind MBA candidate in the Saunders College, but his blindness
becomes the least remarkable thing about him. He
received a degree in Business Administration from
Haiti’s Adventist University and then worked in
his family’s business for five years. “It was interesting, but I needed something else. I needed to fly
by myself.”
At RIT, he is excelling in the classroom and the
challenges he encounters as a blind student don’t
easily deter him. When he was awarded a Fulbright scholarship, the program placed him with
RIT and the University of Denver. “The U.S. doesn’t
have very good testing administration for people
with visual impairment. We use Braille and tactile.
The GMAT is a computer-based test. Each time the
quantitative section would throw me off— graphs
and things like that. It does not take into account
whether you are blind or not.” Joanis struggled to
earn the standard score for admittance to an MBA
program, but “RIT was pleased with my other

FOCUS ON FACULTY
“The quotes on my office door are my philosophy: ‘Speak your mind, even when your voice
shakes’ (Maggie Kuhn, founder of the Grey Panthers); ‘I wanted to change the world. But
I found that the only thing one can be sure of changing is oneself’ (Aldous Huxley); ‘When
choosing between two evils, I always like to try the one I’ve never tried before’ (Mae West).”

Sandra Rothenberg Associate Professor of Management and Director,
Institute for Ethics and Corporate Social Responsibility
As the Director of the Institute for Ethics and Corporate Social Responsibility, Professor Sandra Rothenberg
is focused on supporting research, education and the
community by promoting dialogue in the classroom
and the community about the importance of ethics in
decision-making and the relationship between business
and society.
Rothenberg is in her first year heading the Institute
for Ethics and Corporate Social Responsibility. Her own
research focuses on ethics, corporate social responsibility and sustainability. As an undergraduate engineer,
Rothenberg noticed how engineers were so focused on
developing new technologies, they often did not put
much thought into how these technologies might be
used or what the ethical or social implications might be.
Later, while getting her master’s in Technology and Policy, she became intrigued with organizational behavior
and how organizations impact how people make decisions. “I learned that often there are really good people
who get stuck in uncomfortable or difficult situations
that might not lead them to make the best choice.”
Rothenberg situates ethics within the broader
concept of social responsibility, which relates to the
organization as a whole. Ethics is an aspect of your
decision-making, specifically, how to make decisions
when different moral obligations are in conflict. As one
example, Rothenberg points out that, “sometimes the
ethical choice won’t be the most sustainable choice.”
Rothenberg would like to use the institute to continue a college-wide effort to build on the ethics component of the Saunders mission. “I’d like people to feel
comfortable coming to the Institute. I’d like to be able
to support faculty who want to do research, or want to
do something innovative in the classroom.” Rothenberg
notes that many faculty members in the College are doing work in the area of ethics, corporate social responsibility and sustainability and highlights some of this
work on the Institute website.
Being ethical is not always as easy as it sounds. “One
of the big problems with ethics or making the right decision is that often the people making the decisions are
removed from the people affected by the decisions. And
that’s particularly true in a global market,” Rothenberg
articulates. In order to understand the global implica11
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Professor Rothenberg with President Bill Clinton and her father,
Martin Rothenberg.

tions of what you do, and to make an educated decision,
you need to “bring yourself closer to whoever these
stakeholders are. It means really understanding your
employees’ concerns or the impact of your products
when they are being disposed of.”
Rothenberg encourages people to ask, “‘Who’s your
best self?’ Then, think of the type of company where all
the employees feel they can be their best self. What a
different environment that is from one in which you feel
like you’re constantly compromising your values.”
“This may sound sort of soft and mushy,” Rothenberg
says somewhat apologetically, “but in the end, it’s about
who you want to be. It’s about when you go home, are
you going to feel good about telling your kids about
what you did?” Of course, if you look at the quotes on
her door, you get the feeling that she would also add
that sometimes it’s okay to feel good when you are a
little bad. - Fredyne Yust
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Winter descends on the Saunders College. (Photo taken by cell phone)

